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ART
Coursework portfolio expectations
Introduction to Organic/Mechanical. You should have completed a title page on the theme,
including words, thumbnail sketches, images, quotes and initial artists.
Onion studies. Double page. Should show at least two hours’ work
Onion Photographs. Double page in sketchbooks
Exhibition Review: Tactile Minds At least double page, including writeup of show, individual
works, and transcript.
Artist Study Page – Georgia O’Keeffe. Images, words and transcript
Macro Sketch from one photograph. Fully tonal refined drawing. Should show 2 hours’ work
minimum
Macro painting from one photograph. From CMYK paint. Should show 4 hours’ work
Artist study page: Peter Randall-Page. Following similar formula to O’Keeffe double page.,
Walnut studies and photographs – Mixed/experimental media. Drawings, painting, ink,
charcoal, quink, clay relief. 1.5 hours’ work minimum.
Half term homework:
Your grade will be based on the standard of coursework you submit, all sketchbooks will be
collected after the break, to include time to complete all work before the deadline, you will
also be given a half term homework which ill be included in this deadline.
Any queries please email Danny.gardner@eastlondonscienceschool.co.uk or visit the shared
area on one drive for access to resources mentioned.
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ASTRONOMY
This half-term’s test will focus on variable stars, deep sky objects and modern astrophysical
experiments and observation.
You must be able to:
Recognise, and explain features on, the light curves for the following variable stars:
Cepheid variables
Long and short period variable stars
Eclipsing binaries
Novae and supernovae (type 1a and 2)
Recall and describe the following methods for observing binary star systems:
Visual
Spectroscopic
Astrometric
Eclipsing
Recall definitions and examples of, and describe the following features in the sky:
Open clusters
Globular clusters
Constellations
Asterisms
Describe, and recall examples of, the equipment used to observe in the following wavelengths:
Radio
Infrared
UV
X-rays
Gamma rays
Recall and describe examples of how observing in each of the above wavelengths is useful for
astronomers.
Explain and analyse the benefits and drawbacks of using space based telescopes.

TURN THE PAGE
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BIOLOGY
Section 1: Asexual and sexual reproduction
What cells divide sexually?
What cells divide asexually?
What are advantages of asexual reproduction?
What are the advantages of sexual reproduction?
Section 2: Mitosis

Use the diagram above to answer the following questions
Cell F is called Pro –metaphase. Label the other stages of the cell cycle (prophase,
interphase, anaphase, metaphase, telophase)
Order the diagrams in order from first to last.
Are the cells depicted plant or animal cells? Explain your answer
What is cytokinesis?
Section 3: Meiosis
What are the differences between Mitosis and Meiosis in terms of i) location ii) number of
cells produced iii) number of cell divisions iv) function
What happens in meiosis that causes the daughter cells to be genetically different to the
parent cell?
What happens if the sister chromatids do not separate at the end of Anaphase II in meiosis?
Section 4: Binary fission
What are the differences between eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells? Give examples.
Explain how prokaryotic cells divide.
What are the differences between binary fission and mitosis?

TURN THE PAGE
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Section 5: Reproduction and genetic variation
How can genetic variation occur in bacteria?
What makes eukaryotic cell division promote genetic diversity?
How does meiosis promote genetic variation?
Are Mutations good or bad? Explain.
Why are you not a clone of your parents?

TURN THE PAGE
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CHEMISTRY: ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Your notes and glossary are the primary source of revision for your exam. Make sure you know
all the definitions (G-words) and names of lab equipment that you used. You need to be able to
answer all the questions from your prep – booklet.
Alkanes and Alkenes
Define the terms hydrocarbon, homologous series, functional group, saturated and
unsaturated molecule.
Explain what an alkane is and use the general molecular formula (CnH2n+2) to find out the
molecular formula of any alkane.
Name the first 10 members of the homologous series of alkanes.
Do all the above for the homologous series of alkenes (CnH2n) as well.
Show the structural (display) formula and full structural (display) formula of any given alkane or
alkene.
Describe the reactions and conditions for the addition of hydrogen, water and halogens to
alkenes and draw fully displayed structural formulae of the first four members of the alkenes
and the products of their addition reactions with.
Fractional distillation and petrochemicals
Define crude oil and describe its formation.
Describe in detail the process of the fractional distillation of crude oil and name the different
petrochemicals that are collected.
Recall how the boiling point, flammability and viscosity of hydrocarbons change with
increasing molecular size. Explain why.
Write balanced equations for the complete and incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons with a
given formula.
Cracking of hydrocarbons
Describe in general terms the conditions and products of catalytic cracking and steam
cracking.
Give examples to illustrate the usefulness of cracking and explain how modern life depends on
the uses of hydrocarbons.
Explain in detail the use of bromine water in order to test for alkanes and alkenes.
Balance chemical equations as examples of cracking given the formulae of the reactants and
products.

TURN THE PAGE
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Synthetic and naturally occurring polymers
Explain what an addition polymerisation reaction is and write the general formula for it.
Draw diagrams to represent the formation of a polymer from a given alkene monomer.
Explain the basic principles of condensation polymerisation by reference to the functional
groups in the monomers and the repeating units in the polymers.
Describe how DNA, proteins, starch and cellulose are formed from their monomers.
Alcohols, Carboxylic acids and esters
Recall the functional groups of alcohols, carboxylic acids and esters. I can name and draw the
first four members of the above homologous series.
Recall the main uses of alcohols. Describe what happens when any of the first four alcohols
react with sodium, burn in air, are added to water, react with an oxidising agent.
Recall that aqueous solutions of ethanol are produced when sugar solutions are fermented
using yeast. Explain the conditions used for the fermentation of sugar using yeast.
Describe what happens when any of the first four carboxylic acids react with carbonates,
dissolve in water, and react with alcohols.
Explain why carboxylic acids are weak acids in terms of ionisation and pH.

TURN THE PAGE
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CLASSICS
Latin Literature Revision Technique
And not long afterwards he died, amid the great grief of the province and of the surrounding peoples.
Foreign nations and kings mourned: so great had been his friendliness towards his allies, and his
forgiveness towards his enemies; on account of his facial features and his eloquence, he had obtained
the respect of everyone. And there were those who compared him to Alexander the Great because of his
appearance, his short life, and the manner and place of his death; for they declared that each of them had
been endowed with a handsome body, had been descended from a distinguished family, and had died at
barely thirty years of age.
neque multo post mortuus est, ingenti luctu provinciae et circumiacentium populorum. indoluerunt
exterae nationes regesque: tanta fuerat illius comitas in socios, mansuetudo in hostes; propter vultum
eloquentiamque venerationem omnium adeptus erat. et erant qui illum magno Alexandro ob formam
aetatem genus locumque mortis adaequarent; nam affirmaverunt utrumque corpore decoro praeditum,
genere insigni ortum, vix triginta annos natum periisse.
1. Underline the main verbs
2. Translate these from memory or using workbook and GCSE vocabulary list.
3. Write in a few other ‘trigger words/phrases’ of which you are unsure.
4. Draw a circle around words which agree with each other if they are next to each other (e.g. “ingenti
luctu”, “circumiacientium populorum”), and draw arrows connecting words which agree if they are
separated from each other.
5. Now try to translate the passage. Remember to use the number order above the words in your
workbook to help you.
6. Use your translation (a) if you get stuck and (b) to check your translation at the end.

Style Questions
When answering these you must include:

1. The technique Tacitus is using (e.g. alliteration, asyndeton, tricolon, emphasis by position)
2. The Latin quote, e.g. “neque multo post mortuus est” (alliteration); “comitas in socios, mansuetudo
in hostes” (asyndeton); “corpore decoro praeditum, genere insigni ortum, vix triginta annos natum”
(tricolon); “exterae nationes regesque” (emphasis by position)

3. The effect of the technique (e.g. “the repeated letter “m” creates a sorrowful sound, which
emphasises the quick change from listening to Germanicus speaking to mourning for him”)
Note: Only mention something if it answers the question!
Revise all the Prose Author we have studied so far (Piso in Syria; The Death of Germanicus)

TURN THE PAGE
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
Algorithms, decomposition and abstraction
Explain how abstraction is used in a given scenario
Explain how decomposition may be used in an algorithm for a given problem
Developing algorithms using flowcharts
Use standard flowchart symbols to solve given problem
Understand how to create an algorithm to solve a particular problem
Use standard arithmetic operators
Use totalling and counting in flowcharts for loops
use a flowchart to define the steps in a complex algorithm
trace through a complex flowchart algorithm to determine the output in a trace table
Developing algorithms using pseudocode
Define data types integer, real, Boolean, character, string
Define Boolean operators
Understand and use sequence, selection and iteration in an algorithm
Write algorithms in pseudocode involving sequence, selection and iteration
Use a pseudocode to define the steps in a complex algorithm
Trace through a complex pseudocode algorithm to determine the output in a trace table
Searching algorithms
Understand and explain how the following search algorithms work:
Binary search / linear search
Explain the sequence in which items in a sorted list will be examined in a linear and binary
search
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of a linear and binary search
Sorting Algorithms
Understand and explain the following sort algorithms:
bubble sort /merge sort
Compare and contrast merge sort and bubble sort
show the state of a list at a given point in a bubble sort and merge sort
Explain the advantage and disadvantage of the merge sort compared with the bubble sort
show the state of a list after the first pass in a bubble sort
book) and your notes.
TURN THE PAGE
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ECONOMICS
Basic Circular flow of income extended and introduction to the national economy.
Be able to draw the extended circular flow of income diagram representing the whole
economy with injections and leakages. Injections: Government Spending, Investment
Spending, and Export Spending. Leakages: Taxes, Saving, Import Spending.
Aggregate Demand
Aggregate Demand is the total spending on final output of goods and services in an
economy at a particular price level.
Aggregate Demand (AD) is made up of Consumption spending (C), Investment spending (I),
Government spending (G), and Net Exports (X – M)
Be able to define each component of Aggregate Demand.
Know how to draw the Aggregate Demand curve with axis correctly labelled (Price Level on
the y-axis and Real Output/GDP on the x-axis).
Understand some of the reasons for why the Aggregate Demand curve is downward
sloping. At a higher price level, the effective purchasing power of consumers/households’
wealth (accumulated savings and assets from previous years) decreases (since goods
are more expensive) and consumption spending will decrease. At a higher price level, our
exports become more expensive to overseas countries and they will demand less of our
exports (export spending decreases).
Factors impacting Aggregate Demand
Understand that a change in consumption spending, investment spending, government
spending or net exports will shift the Aggregate Demand curve.
A shift in the Aggregate Demand curve to the right – at the same price level, there is more
spending and thus more real output (or GDP) produced.
Factors impacting the level of Consumption spending
Be able to explain some of the factors impacting consumption spending in an economy.
Interest rates – increase in interest rates means the borrowing costs rise, and for expensive
consumer goods such as a car (refer to calculation example in class) that would require
borrowing, increased interest rates will cause the total price to increase and less consumers
to purchase such goods (decrease in consumption spending).
Wealth – increase in the value of wealth (accumulated assets such as houses, shares in
companies, other assets) of households will cause consumers to be more willing and able to
purchase goods/services and Consumption spending will rise.
Income – with increased incomes (e.g. wages, rent, profits) received by households,
Consumption spending will increase.
TURN THE PAGE
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Income tax – higher income taxes will reduce disposable income and cause households to
decrease consumption spending.
Consumer confidence – increase confidence by households (e.g. due to strength of economy,
low unemployment rates, job security) will lead to increased consumption spending.
Factors impacting the level of Investment spending
Explain some of the factors impacting investment spending in an economy.
Interest rates – increased interest rates make borrowing money to purchase capital goods
more expensive and thus will lead to a decrease in investment spending.
Demand for firms’ products – if the economy is strong and there is continued demand for
firms’ products (high levels of consumption spending), firms will be more likely to increase
their spending on capital goods.
Corporation taxes – decrease in corporation taxes will provide more incentive for firms to
increase production and profits. This will cause firms to increase spending on capital goods
to increase production and selling of their goods.
Business confidence – during a recession, business confidence is low due to high
unemployment and a lack of demand for firms’ products. Firms will therefore decrease
investment spending during a recession.
Aggregate Supply curve
The Aggregate Supply curve is the total planned output of goods and services produced at a
certain price level (over a time period such as a year).
Understand that the Aggregate Supply is upward sloping because at higher Price Levels
in the economy, all firms in general will have an incentive to expand production due to the
higher prices (and profits) that can be earned.
Factors impacting Aggregate Supply
Know the factors that would shift the Aggregate Supply curve to the Right – at the same
price level, there is more potential production of output of goods and services by firms.
Factors include reduction in unit labour costs (wage per hour) impacting many firms (e.g.
reduction in minimum wage), reduction in certain raw material costs impacting many firms
(e.g. lower price of oil, electricity), reduction in price of imported raw materials, increase
in spending on capital goods will mean more potential production, increase in population
means there are more workers and more potential production, and increase in labour
productivity (e.g. through increased education and training).
Equilibrium in an Economy and Changes to equilibrium
Be able to draw the Aggregate Demand and Aggregate Supply curve in one diagram and
show the equilibrium position of an economy (equilibrium price level and real output level).
TURN THE PAGE
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Understand how changes in Aggregate Demand or Aggregate Supply will impact the
equilibrium price level and real output in the economy. For example, if the government
increases spending, this will cause Aggregate Demand to shift to the right, resulting in
an increase in equilibrium price level (inflation) and more real output (or Gross Domestic
Product) in the economy. Or, if labour productivity improves (e.g. through more education
and training), Aggregate Supply will shift to the right, resulting in the equilibrium price level
falling, and increasing the level of real output in the economy.
Government Revenue
Government revenue is money received by the Government from Households/Consumers
and Producers/Firms. The main sources of government revenue include income tax
received from households, national insurance contributions (payments from workers to the
government that is used by the government for state pensions, maternity allowances, and
NHS/healthcare), corporation tax received from producers/firms, Value-Added Tax charged
on most goods and services sold (excluding food, children’s clothing), excise duties (tax
charged on alcohol, tobacco, electricity, gas), business rates (charged on the premises/place
where a firm/producer is located), council tax (paid by households on the house/place that
they are staying at).
Have a general understanding of the amounts for income tax (e.g. personal tax-free
threshold income of £11,500, tax rate of 20% above the tax-free threshold up till £45,000,
etc.), national insurance contributions (12% of incomes up to £3,750 per month), and VAT
(20% on most goods and services).
Government Expenditure
Government Expenditure is the spending by the Government. Know that the main areas
of government spending include: Education/schooling, Social Protection (state pension
payments to the retired/elderly over 68 years old, disability/illness payments, family
benefits/support to those on low incomes, unemployment benefits), Healthcare/NHS,
Debt interest (the Government has large levels of borrowings/debt and need to pay
interest payments on these every year), Defence (e.g. military, fighter jet airplanes, nuclear
submarines), public order (e.g. police force), housing and environment (e.g. building new
houses).
Budget Surplus and Budget Deficit
Budget Surplus occurs when Government revenue (or money the Government receives) is
more than Government expenditure (spending).
Budget Deficit occurs when Government expenditure is more than Government revenue.
For a Budget Deficit, since the Government is spending more money than they receive in
revenue, they will need to borrow money to help pay for the excess spending. Due to a
continual Budget Deficit in the UK, the Government has accumulated a substantial debt and
will be paying more than £40 billion in debt interest in 2017/18. Refer to article from class
TURN THE PAGE
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on Budget forecasts and amounts of each type of Government Revenue and Expenditure.
Progressive and Regressive taxation
A progressive tax is one where as the income of the consumer increases, the percentage of
tax paid out of income will increase. E.g. Income Tax
A regressive tax is one where as the income of the consumer increases, the percentage of
tax paid out of income will decrease. E.g. Value-Added Tax (VAT).
Understand why income tax is a progressive tax – as consumers/households earn higher
incomes (e.g. wages, rent, profits from firms/businesses they own), the percentage of tax
they need to pay will increase.
Understand why VAT is a regressive tax – e.g. all consumers will pay the same VAT on a pair
of jeans that they purchase regardless of their income levels. For lower-income consumers,
the VAT (e.g. £10) that they pay on a pair of jeans will be a larger percentage of their income
compared to higher-income consumers. Refer to numerical examples from class.
The four main economic objectives of the government
Know the 4 main economic objectives are: economic growth (increase in output per person,
also known as GDP per capita), full employment (where almost everyone that is willing and
able to work is able to find a job), low inflation (the government has a target of 2% rise in the
general price levels or average prices in the economy each year), and a balance of payments
coming in to and out of the country (e.g. a balance of trade where exports are similar to
imports. If imports were a lot more than exports, it would mean a lot of money was leaving
the UK to overseas countries).

TURN THE PAGE
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ELECTRONICS
This half term’s test will focus on d-type flip-flops and binary coded decimal logic (BCD).
You must be able to:
Recall example circuits for a d-type flip-flop set up as a data latch and a frequency divider.
Describe the function of a d-type flip-flop, including the function of every pin on the
integrated circuit.
Describe the function of binary up-counters constructed with d-type flip-flops.
Recall example circuits for 2 and 3 bit binary up-counters constructed with d-type flip flops.
Explain the function of circuits including 7 segment displays and binary counters.
Apply knowledge of counting circuits and d-type flip flops to solve problems requiring an
original circuit to be designed.
Recall the sequence of numbers 0-15 in binary.
In addition you will be expected to recall the following from previous half terms:
Resistor colour codes.
Knowledge of potential difference, current and logic signals.
The voltage divider equation.
Operational amplifier comparators.

TURN THE PAGE
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ENGLISH: ROMEO AND JULIET
How to revise
Read through the knowledge grid provided by your English teacher regularly in the run up
to your exam. Test yourself on your memory of the key factual information, and work on
understanding all the key terminology and ideas.
Areas to understand
Plot, characters and themes
Key literary terminology
Context – religion and love
Vocabulary
Appositives, Conditionals and other ways of increasing sentence complexity
Vocabulary:
Feud (n): an argument which has existed for a long time
Melancholy (n): deep gloominess or sadness
Catalyst (n): a person or thing that precipitates an event.
Effeminate (adj): having feminine characteristics; unmanly.
Inhibited (adj): unable to act in a natural way because of self-consciousness
Unrequited (adj): not returned
Lugubrious (adj): looking or sounding sad and dismal.
Impetuous (adj): acting or done quickly without thought
Distraught (adj): very worried and upset.
Institution (n): an established law or practice.
Blasphemy (n): the action or offence of speaking sacrilegiously about God or sacred things;
Yearn (v): have an intense feeling of longing for something
Eponymous (adj): (of a person) giving their name to something.
Visceral (adj): relating to deep inward feelings rather than to the intellect.
Inevitability (n): the quality of being certain to happen.
Braggadocio (n): boastful or arrogant behaviour
Amorous (adj): relating to sexual desire.
Eloquent (adj): fluent or persuasive in speaking or writing.
Boisterous (adj): noisy, energetic, and cheerful.
Infatuation (n): an intense but short-lived passion or admiration for someone or something.
TURN THE PAGE
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FRENCH
The following is a sample of some of the vocabulary you need to revise. Refer to your
classroom handouts for the full list.
Vocabulaire:
Le sport 						Sport
Je fais … 						

I do/go …

du canoë-kayak 					canoeing/kayaking
du footing 						jogging
du hockey sur glace					

ice hockey

du patinage 						skating
du roller 						roller skating
du vélo/cyclisme 					cycling
de la boxe 						boxing
de la danse 						dancing
Je trouve ça … 					

I think it’s …

bien/cool 						good/cool
génial/super 						great/super
passionnant 						exciting
La musique 						Music
Je joue … 						

I play …

du piano 						the piano
du saxophone 						the saxophone
du violon 						the violin
de la batterie 						drums
de la clarinette 						the clarinet
Mon chanteur/Ma chanteuse 			

My favourite singer is …

préféré(e), c’est …
car j’aime ses paroles/ses mélodies 			

because I like his/her lyrics/tunes

TURN THE PAGE
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La technologie 					Technology
Je fais … 						

I do …

beaucoup de choses 					

lots of things

des quiz/des recherches pour 			

quizzes/research for my homework

mes devoirs
Je fais des achats. 					

I buy things/make purchases.

Je vais sur mes sites préférés/ 			

I go on my favourite sites/blogs/forums.

des blogs/des forums.
Films et télé 						

Films and TV

J’aime/J’adore les … 					

I like/love …

Je (ne) suis (pas) fan de … 				

I am (not) a fan of …

Je n’aime pas … 					

I don’t like …

J’ai une passion pour les … 				

I am passionate about …

J’ai horreur des … 					

I hate/can’t stand …

films de gangsters/d’action 				

gangster/action films

Mon émission préférée, c’est … 			

My favourite programme is …

Je trouve ça … 						

I find it …

Je pense que c’est … 					

I think that it’s …

Parler de sport 						

Talking about sport

Je fais de l’escrime/du footing depuis 		

I’ve been doing fencing/jogging for

(quatre ans). 						(four years).
Je pratique le trampoline depuis 			

I’ve been trampolining for

(trois mois). 						(three months).
On joue au basket ensemble depuis 			

We’ve been playing basketball together

(trois ans). 						for (three years).
J’aime beaucoup ça car c’est … 			

I like it a lot because it’s …

élégant/facile 						elegant/easy
ludique/sympa 					fun/ nice
rapide/beau 						fast/pleasant
TURN THE PAGE
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C’est un sport qui est bon pour … 			

It’s a sport that is good for …

le corps/le cœur 					

the body/the heart

le mental/la concentration 				

the mind/concentration

… et qui demande …					

…and which requires …

une excellente forme physique 			

excellent physical condition

une bonne coordination 				

good coordination

de l’endurance 						endurance
de bons réflexes 					

good reflexes

Ça me fait du bien. 					

It does me good.

Je préfère les sports individuels.			

I prefer individual sports.

Je respire. 						I breathe.
Je me fixe des objectifs. 				

I set goals for myself.

J’oublie mes soucis. 					

I forget my worries.

Ma vie d’internaute 					

My life online

Je suis passionné(e) de … 				

I am passionate about/a huge fan of …

photographie/cinéma/musique 			photography/cinema/music
Il y a (deux mois), j’ai créé … 				

(Two months) ago, I created …

une page Facebook 					

a Facebook page

une chaîne YouTube 					

a YouTube channel

une station de radio 					

a radio station

un blog 							a blog
Ça (ne) marche (pas) très bien. 			

It’s (not) working very well.

J’ai beaucoup d’abonnés et de 			

I have lots of subscribers and likes.

mentions «J’aime».
Je vais travailler avec mon ami/ 			

I’m going to work with my friend/

ma soeur/ mon prof … 				

sister/teacher …

car il/elle est plus/moins …				

because he/she is more/less …

que moi							than me
arrogant(e)/créatif/-ive 				arrogant/creative
modeste/patient(e) 					modest/patient
TURN THE PAGE
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de vanité 						vanity
d’arrogance 						arrogance
Il/Elle est extrêmement modeste/ 			

He/she is extremely modest/sincere/

sincère/humble.					 humble.
J’ai vu le film … il y a un moment et 			

I saw the film … some time ago and

depuis, je suis fan. 					

since then, I’ve been a fan.

Apparemment, quand il/elle était 			

Apparently, when he/she was young …

jeune …
X compte parmi les acteurs les plus 			

X is one of the best-known and

connus et les plus appréciés au 			

most popular actors in the world.

monde.
J’adore ses films et je les recommande. 		

I love his/her films and I recommend

them.
Je vais voir son prochain film très bientôt.		
soon.

I’m going to see his/her next film very

Les mots essentiels 					

High-frequency words

normalement 						normally, usually
quelquefois 						sometimes
souvent 						often
tous les jours 						every day
hier soir 						yesterday evening
récemment 						recently
depuis un moment 					

for a while

lorsque 							when
d’abord 							first(ly)
ensuite 							next
à mon avis

					

in my opinion

personnellement 					personally
car 							because, as
cependant		 				however
TURN THE PAGE
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GEOGRAPHY: COASTAL LANDSCAPES
UK Geology and Geomorphology
Geological Record
Three types of rocks: Sedimentary, Metamorphic and Igneous
The rock cycle
Geomorphic Processes: Fluvial, Glacial, Weathering and Mass Movement
Coastal Erosion Processes
Wave Formation
Hydraulic Action, Solution, Attrition and Abrasion
Concordant and Discordant Coastlines
Rotational Slumping, Infiltration and Erosion Rates
Coastal Sediment Transportation
Suspension, Saltation, Solution and Traction
Long shore Drift
Coastal Sediment Deposition
Beaches, Spits, Bars and Tombolos
Sand Dune Formation
Coastal Management Techniques
Soft Engineering Management Techniques
Do Nothing, Managed realignment, beach management, cliff re-grading
Hard Engineering Management Techniques
Gabions, groynes, sea walls, revetments, rock armour.
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GERMAN
The following is a sample of some of the vocabulary you need to revise. Refer to your
classroom handouts for the full list.
Freizeitaktivitäten 					Leisure activities
die Freizeit 						
leisure time, free time
Briefmarken sammeln 				
to collect stamps
Plüschtiere sammeln 					
to collect soft toys
Sport machen 						to do sport
Sport treiben 						to do sport
Fußball spielen 					
to play football
Hockey spielen 					
to play hockey
Basketball spielen 					
to play basketball
Schach spielen 					
to play chess
Karten spielen 					
to play cards
am Computer spielen 					
to play on the computer
Computerspiele spielen 				
to play computer games
im Internet surfen 					
to surf on the internet
im Internet chatten 					
to chat on the internet
mit Freunden reden 					
to chat with friends
chillen 							to chill
Musik machen 						to make music
Radio hören 						
to listen to the radio
Bücher lesen 						to read books
faulenzen 						to chill, laze about
nichts tun 						to do nothing
Ich bin … 						
I am …
(nicht) sehr 						(not) very
ziemlich 						quite
ein bisschen 						a bit
Instrumente 						Instruments
die Blockflöte 						recorder
die Flöte 						flute
die Geige 						violin
die (elektrische) Gitarre 				
(electric) guitar
die Klarinette 						clarinet
die Trompete 						trumpet
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das Keyboard 						keyboard
das Klavier 						piano
das Saxofon 						saxophone
das Schlagzeug 					drums
das Instrument 					instrument
Ich spiele kein Instrument. 				
I don’t play an instrument.
Bücher 							Books
gedruckt 						printed
das Buch( ¨–er) 					book
das gedruckte Buch 					
printed book
die Biografie(n) 					biography
der Comic(s) 						comic book
der Fantasyroman(e) 					fantasy novel
die Horrorgeschichte(n)				horror story
die Komödie(n) 					comedy
der Krimi(s) 						
detective / crime story
die Liebesgeschichte(n) 				
love story
das Science-Fiction-Buch(-Bücher) 			
sci-fi-book
der Thriller(-) 						thriller
die Zeitung(en) 					newspaper
die Zeitschrift(en), das Magazin(e) 			
magazine
die Illustrierte(n) 					(glossy) magazine
das Blog(s) 						blog
das E-Book(s) 						e-book
das Taschenbuch( ¨–er) 				
paperback book
Musik 							Music
Ich interessiere mich für viele 			
I’m interested in lots of types of music.
Musikrichtungen.
die Musiksammlung 					music collection
Ich höre (nicht) gern … 				
I (don’t) like listening to …
Ich höre lieber … 					
I prefer to listen to …
Ich höre am liebsten … 				
I like listening to … best of all.
klassische Musik 					classical music
Opernmusik 						opera
Popmusik 						pop music
Reggae 							reggae
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FiIm und Fernsehen 					
Film and television
der Film(e) 						film, movie
der Actionfilm(e) 					action movie
der Fantasyfilm(e) 					fantasy film
der Horrorfilm(e) 					horror film
die Komödie(n) 					comedy
der Krimi(s) 						
detective / crime film
der Liebesfilm(e) 					romance
der Science-Fiction-Film(e) 				
sci-fi film
der Thriller(–) 						thriller
der Zeichentrickfilm(e) 				cartoon
Ich sehe gern fern. 					
I like watching TV.
der Zuschauer(–) 					viewer
das Fernsehen 					television
die Fernsehsendung(en) 				
TV programme
die Serie(n) 						series
die Gameshow(s) 					game show
die Realityshow(s) 					reality show
Sport 							Sport
Ski fahren 						to go skiing
snowboarden 						to go snowboarding
rodeln 							to sledge, toboggan
eislaufen 						to ice skate
Curling spielen 						to do curling
Nordic Walking machen 				
to go Nordic walking
wandern 						to hike
klettern 						to climb
schwimmen 						to swim
Fahrrad / Rad fahren 					
to cycle
Handball / Fußball / Tennis spielen 			
to play handball / football / tennis
Ich spiele gern (Fußball). 				
I like playing (football).
Ich turne seit (fünf Jahren). 				
I have been doing gymnastics for
(five years).
Ich mache (nicht) gern (Nordic 			
I (don’t) like doing (Nordic
Walking). 						walking).
Ich habe mit (sechs) Jahren 				
I started to play tennis when I was
angefangen, Tennis zu spielen. 			
(six) years old.
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HISTORY
The Course and Causes of the American War of Independence
Settlement of the thirteen American colonies began in 1607. By the mid-18th century, many
settlers had begun to consider themselves American rather than British and valued their
independence enormously, being politically and economically aspirational and successful.
British attempts to increase taxation on the colonies, and limit trade via the Navigation
Act, led to the Boston Tea party in 1773, and other confrontations such as the 1770 Boston
Massacre, which set colonists on a path to armed conflict with the British. The quartering
of British soldiers in colonist’s homes also generated grievance, symbolic of the perceived
imperial oppression. Guarantees of support to the colonists, from the French, eager to
undermine their imperial rivals following defeat in the Seven Years War 1756-63, saw the
Americans declare their independence in 1776, eventually defeating the British at Yorktown
in 1781, the 1783 Treaty of Paris, formalised Britain’s defeat.
The Loss of the American Colonies
Although the war cost the British £80 million and 10,000 dead, deliberate decisions were
made to limit the cost of conflict with the Colonists, troops were even redeployed to
the Caribbean, during the fighting, to prevent French or Spanish incursion. Jamaica and
Barbados, remained valuable assets to the British throughout the 19th Century, whilst
the British effectively redeployed resources previously used for maintaining the American
Colonies, instead extending their control over territories in Africa, and crucially, India. In fact
the British Empire grew in size, wealth and naval strength, in the decades that followed
Colonist victory. The cost of supporting the Colonists, drove the French Empire, Britain’s key
global rival, intro turmoil and revolution. Territories such as Canada and Australia remained
loyal to Britain until the 20th Century, fighting with the British in both World Wars, and
achieving degrees of self-rule during the 19th Century, but never seeking to emulate the
America Revolutionaries. Relations with the newly formed US were positive for much of the
19th Century, and remained so to the present day.
India Before Britain-British Arrival
The Indian subcontinent had long existed as a wealthy and diverse collection of
principalities, rich in iron, silk, copper, gold, silver, gemstones, tea and timber, and famous
also for its spices. In the early 1500’s the Muslim, Mughal, Emperor Akbar, took control
of India. Akbar allowed Hindus and Sikhs to worship freely and afforded Hindu princes
continued dominion over their lands. However, Aurangzeb, Akbar’s grandson, ruthlessly
persecuted non-Muslims, and by the early 1700’s, much of India was locked in civil conflict.
Vasco de Gama’s 1497 voyage had opened to Europeans, a passage by sea, to India, and
with the Mughal’s weak, European presence increased. The East India Trading Company
employed private navies and armies to secure trading posts in regions such as Bengal.
British strategy exploited civil conflict, offering support to one prince in a war with another,
ensuring their enemies would weaken each other, and demanding land in exchange for
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support, then turning on those princes they had initially supported, to take land by force,
if necessary. The EIC also fought the French and Dutch for control of India, and purchased
monopoly trading rites from the Mughal emperors, by the mid-19th Century the company
resembled a government, fully sovereign over the subcontinent.
British Rule – The Indian Mutiny
Robert Clive, ‘Clive of India’ and Warren Hastings, first governor general of India, played
major roles in early expansion, Clive as commander in chief of the EIC’s army, following
his victory at Plassey (1757) and Hastings, whose legal and administrative reforms, were
credited with bringing order, albeit dictated by the British, to India. Having replaced the
former Mughal emperors, ‘British Raj’ brought many tangible benefits such as education,
infrastructure and early democratic precedents. However, many Indian’s resented this
assault on their culture and the accompanying wealth drain. Education threatened to
undermine the caste system through producing social mobility and physically unifying
different castes within the same institutions, whilst Dalhousie’s attempts to ban practices
such as Sati and usurp, through the ‘Doctrine of Lapse’, the lands of Hindu princes, further
enraged Indians. Tensions culminated in the Sepoy mutiny of 1857, ostensibly a response to
the use of pig and cow fat to grease cartridges issued to Indian mercenaries by the British.
Fighting continued for a year and following the fiasco, the company was dismantled and
control of India transferred directly to the British state. By 1858 India had truly become the
jewel in Queen Victoria’s crown.
British Rule in India – Consequences
Under the British India became industrialised, factories and mills span cotton, providing
work for many Indians, whilst 30,000 km of railways and 130,000 bridges, enabling
transport and trade across the subcontinent, were built. Sewage systems and public
health programmes aimed at reducing malaria and small pox, saw life expectancy for
Indian’s rise under the British, some £400 million had been invested by the British, in Indian
infrastructure, by 1914. However, a mass wealth drain of material resources from India
to Britain, coupled with the British exploiting their trade monopoly over the Indian’s led
to deeply in-egalitarian trade relationships, for example; silk would be taken from India,
shipped to England, manufactured into clothing, and the Indian’s forced to buy it back as
clothing. Public health projects did little to mitigate the impact of mass famines in India
in the late 1800’s, the British having planted land used for growing food, with cash crops
such as cotton. Many blamed the British for offering limited assistance during the famines,
which claimed millions of lives. The British built thousands of schools, young Indian’s were
introduced to literature, science and the humanities, cultivating new ideas, whilst many
Indians gained the opportunity to study in Britain. The British legal system was introduced
to establish fair rule and enforce law and order, whilst Hindu and Muslim judges developed
a mixed system at court level, engaging aspects of both cultures. For the British, rule of
India made them a superpower, for the Indian’s, British ‘Raj’ meant certain economic and
administrative development, but at great financial and human cost.
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Exam Prep
Answer the following questions using the information on this sheet.
1. Explain why Britons migrated to the Americas throughout the 17th Century.
2. Explain the long and short term impacts of losing the 13 colonies, on the British Empire.
3. Explain the methods used by the British to take control of India.
4. Explain the causes of the Indian Mutiny.
5. Explain the consequences of British Rule for Indian people.
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MATHS
Use the examples and the work that you have done in your exercise books to help you revise
the topics below. We have also provided the mathwatchclip numbers to help you revise
using the videos.
Topics and Mathswatch clip No./s
Circles; Area – 117
You must be able to use the formula for the area of a circle.
You must be able to re-arrange the formula for the area of a circle.
You must be able to solve problems involving area of a circle in unfamiliar contexts.
Circumference – 118
You must be able to use the formula for the circumference of a circle.
You must be able to re-arrange the formula for the circumference of a circle.
You must be able to solve problems involving circumference of a circle in unfamiliar
contexts.
Sectors, arc Lengths, tangents, segments – 149, 167
To extend your knowledge of area and circumference of circles and apply to arc lengths and
sectors.
Understand and apply the fact of the angles around a point and work out different
proportions of this for different arcs and sectors.
Circle Theorems - 183, 184
Know and apply the circle theorems.
Be able to prove the circle theorems.
Constructions - 46, 146, 147
Know how to construct a perpendicular bisector
Know how to construct an angle bisector
Know how to construct a perpendicular line from a point to a given line.
Loci – 165
Know and understand what is meant by “the locus of all points”
Know and understand that a line can be defined as the set of all points on a line.
Know what is meant by the word equidistant.
Be able to apply your knowledge of the constructions you have learned to solve loci
problems.
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Proportion - 39, 42, 199
Understand the meaning of the word proportion.
Be able to use proportion with ratios, fractions and percentages.
Ratio and Scales - 4, 38-39, 106
Be able to apply knowledge of ratios to scales.
Be able to simplify and divide a given quantity into a ratio.
Be able to solve ratio problems in a variety of contexts.
Percentage Change - 88, 89, 109
Know how to use multipliers when working with percentage change problems.
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PHOTOGRAHPY
Coursework portfolio expectations September
Introduction to Abstract.
You should have completed a title page, including A title and introduction to abstract Art and
photography, you may have linked it to Paul strand, you may have key words, a definition,
images to illustrate your introduction.
Artist page - Paul Strand
You should have an in depth analysis of the artist’s work connecting to abstract including
his 1916 image, abstraction, Twin Lakes, Connecticut.
Abstract photoshoot I
You should have a presented photoshoot of a group photoshoot, experimenting with
abstraction, this took place at school in your class. This should be stuck into you sketch book
and annotated and introduced correctly using the worksheet – annotating contact sheets.
You should have an appropriate title and introduction to explain the purpose of the shoot,
where it took place and the outcome.
Abstract photoshoot II
Another presented photoshoot, this time form a shoot you have completed in your own
time, experimenting further with abstract ideas, and you should have a least 10-20 images,
printed and placed into your book. This should be annotated to the same standard as
the first shoot, using thr worksheet, annotating your contact sheet, you should have an
appropriate title and introduction to explain the purpose of the shoot, where it took place
and the outcome.
5Cuts and edits for both photoshoots
You should have completed a minimum of 4 edits per shoot, (school and home). You may
use screen shots of the editing process to aid you in your annotation and presenting.
These edits should be primarily, cropping, hue and saturation and contrast and brightness
adjustments. This should be a number of pages (up to 6), with annotation, titles,
screenshots and final edits presented and stuck in, to show before and after imagery and
how it has been enhanced.
Photo safari
This is your 3rd photoshoot, the focus is shape, line and form (formal elements). It must be
introduced and titled appropriately. You must show a contact sheet and annotate it. The
shapes must be referenced in your annotation and it must be obvious you are looking at
these formal elements of focus for this task. Your favourite images should be printed larger
and annotated as most successful – you may extend this and edit these simply.
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Artist page - Jaromir Funke.
You should complete a study page which introduces the artist Jaromir Funke, you must
evaluate some of his images and explain his work.
8 – Light and shape shoot. You should have a presented photoshoot of a group photoshoot,
experimenting with shape and light using lamps and objects, this took place at school
in your class. This should be stuck into you sketch book and annotated and introduced
correctly using the worksheet – annotating contact sheets. You should have an appropriate
title and introduction to explain the purpose of the shoot, where it took place and the
outcome.
Half term homework.
Your grade will be based on the standard of coursework you submit, all photography books
will be collected after the break, to include time to complete all work before the deadline, you
will also be given a half term homework which ill be included in this deadline.
Any queries please email Hannah.shapley@eastlondonscienceschool.co.uk or visit the
shared area on one drive for access to resources mentioned.
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PHYSICS
Radioactivity
Revision checklist
You must know the following information. For anything you are unsure of, use your exercise
book, a classmate’s notes, revision guides or BBC Bitesize to look up and make notes on.
The approximate radius of an atom is 1 × 10-10 metres.
Recall structure of an atom
Recall relative size of the nucleus compared to the whole atom.
Recall what energy levels are and how electrons move between energy levels.
Know what mass number and atomic number represent.
Write and interpret atomic notation (i.e. symbol with mass and atomic number)
Recall the definition of an isotope.
Understand that new experimental evidence leads to scientific models of the atom being
changed or replaced.
Recall the major developments in the development of the atomic model, including J.J.
Thompson’s discovery of the electron and subsequent “plum pudding model”, Rutherford’s
alpha particle scattering experiment and the subsequent development of the nuclear model,
Bohr’s suggestion of electron orbitals and Chadwick’s discovery of the neutron.
Draw the plum pudding and nuclear model of the atom.
Describe the differences between the plum pudding and the nuclear model of the atom.
Recall the properties (ionisation and penetrating ability) of the following radiation: alpha,
beta, gamma, neutron and positron.
Be able to state the nuclear symbols for alpha, beta, gamma, neutron and positron.
Define activity and its unit for measurement.
Write balanced nuclear equations for alpha and beta decay.
Understand that radioactive decay is random.
Define half-life.
Calculate half-life from a graph.
Calculate half-life using given information
Compare the hazards of radioactive contamination vs irradiation.
Define background radiation.
Recall sources of natural and man-made background radiation.
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Describe why background radiation levels vary.
State the unit used for measuring radiation dose.
Describe uses of radiation, including diagnosis or cancer treatment.
Use the concept of half-lives to explain which radioactive sources are best suited for a job.
Define fission and how it occurs.
Describe how a chain reaction occurs
Explain how chain reactions are controlled in a nuclear reactor.
Draw and interpret diagrams showing fission and chain reactions.
State the definition of fusion reaction.
Practice questions
1. Describe the relative scale of the nucleus in an atom using an analogy.
2. Draw the atomic symbol for sodium using the periodic table and use it to state the mass
number, number of protons, number of neutrons and number of electrons in the atom.
3. Describe an isotope.
4. Write a balanced nuclear equation to show what happens when a plutonium-238
undergoes alpha decay. (Hint: atomic number for plutonium is 94, atomic number for
uranium is 92).
5. A student has three unidentified radioactive sources which is either an alpha, beta or
gamma source. She has thick lead, aluminium, paper and a Geiger counter. Describe an
experiment she can do to identify these sources.
6. Francium has a half-live of 4.8 minutes, after which it decays to astatine. If a scientist
starts with a sample of 10mg of francium, how much is left after 14.4 minutes?
7. Explain why a medical tracer that is injected into the body must be a gamma source with
a short half-life.
8. Describe the difference between fission and fusion reactions.
9. State which particle starts a chain reaction in a power station.
10. Describe how chain reactions are controlled in a nuclear power station.
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